
CHAPTER 12

Combat Service Support

THE REQUIREMENT

OBVIOUSLY, AN OUTNUMBERED FORCE must be more

effective man-for-man, weapon-for-weapon, and unit-for-unit
than the opposition. In earlier chapters we have emphasized

the importance of individual and crew training to weapon

effectiveness, and the importance of tactical skill to unit

effectiveness. Likewise, units cannot develop full combat

power without a full complement of operating equipment and

weapons. This is what combat service support is all about.
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THE ONLY MEASURE OF COMBAT
SERVICE SUPPORT

EFFECTIVENESS IS THE
PERCENTAGE OF BATTLEFIELD-

OPERABLE WEAPON SYSTEMS

We are not interested in logistics systems ~
per se. We are interested in operating weapon
systems on the battlefield. This means that
weapon systems must be supplied with fhel
and ammunition, and repaired when
damaged or otherwise inoperable. The
measure of effectiveness for combat service
support is the percentage of weapon systems
which are fully operable on the battlefield.
There is no other criterion. When the General
concentrates his forces at the critical time
and place, he is, in effect, concentrating
weapon systems (tanks, field artillery,
helicopters, etc.). Therefore, he must, at the
same time, concentrate his combat service
support resources to:

SUPPLIES, SUPPORT, WEAPONS
ARE CONCENTRATED AT

CRITICAL PLACES AND TIMES

ARM THE SYSTEMS (Ammunition)

FUEL THE SYSTEMS (POL)

FIX THE SYSTEMS (Maintenance
and Repair Parts)

MAN THE SYSTEMS (Troop Support)

Combat service support is an element of
combat power. The General uses the
available resources of these elements to strive
for a combat power ratio of at least 1 to 3 in
the defense, or 6 to 1 in the offense. He
manipulates his resources to attain the
required balance of power by directly
controlling critical elements and
establishing priorities for support. He
concentrates supplies and support, Just as he
concentrates weapons —at the critical places
and times. To do this, he must know:

� WHAT HE HAS (Resource
identification and quantity)

� WHERE IT IS (Availability—immediate
or near future)

� ITS CONDITION (Readiness)
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The Colonels influence the battle by
maneuvering the combat service support
resources assigned to them. They keep
support units close to the weapon systems
they support, commensurate with the risk
involved. They deliver supplies tactically.
They plan the use of allocated transportation THE COLONELS “MANEUVER”
to fit the scheme of maneuver. AND THE CAPTAINS “APPLY”

The Captains apply combat service
support troops and resources to the actual
maintenance of critical weapon systems, and
to the provision of fuel, ammunition and food
where it is needed.

Commanders must think in terms of their
weapon systems support, not in terms of
generalized logistic support. Logisticians
must insure that we have effective operating
weapon systems.

CONCEPT FOR MODERN
LOGISTICS

OVER VIEW

The General must insure that his combat
force has the wherewithal to fight effectively
at the outset of the battle and to fight
continuously thereafter. Combat service
support elements provide the staying power
to sustain his force in combat. The support
system has no other purpose than to
maintain and support the weapon systems
and their operators.

The competition among the services for
available strategic airlift and sealift, during
the critical stages of a war, is very keen. The
General must inte~ate the derdoyrnent of ONLY DEPLOY WEAPONS
support, with the deployment if the troops SYSTEMS WHICH CAN BE
and weapons which require that support, in SUPPORTED TO THEIR FULL
exactly the right proportions. The criteria are OPERATIONAL POTENTIAL

twofold:

Weapons should not be deployed which
cannot be supported to their full operational
potential.

Support elements should not be deployed
before they are required by the weapon
systems committed to battle.

In a theater of operations which exists in
peacetime, war reserves should be
prepositioned for use in the early stages, and
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to sustain the combat force until support from
CONUS can be established. Airlift must be
allocated to transport priority needs during
this phase, and for critical repair parts
throughout the war.

Considering the nature of the battlefield,
support functions critical to battle are
conducted as far forward as possible so that
combat equipment can be armed, fueled, and
when necessary, fixed close to the battlefield.
Critical supplies must be hauled to the

THE RIGHT SUPPORT MUST BE forward elements. This support must be

‘“WHERE” NEEDED, provided swiftly. In addition, highly skilled
‘*WH EN“ N EED ED technicians must be transported to Points

where their expertise is needed. The proper
application of command and control - of
combat service support elements and
activities assures the right support, in the
right place, at the right time.

COMBAT SERVICE SUPPORT UNITS

� Must respond to combat demands for critical
supplies and essential maintenance.

� Must tailor resources and priorities to the
changing combat situation.

� Must be flexible enough to support from any
base arrangement.

H Must measure their success in terms of
operating equipment and weapons on the
battlefield.

_ Must be trained to survive and accomplish
their mission under combat conditions.

Throughout the support structure,
resources must be austerely supplied,
properly applied, and efficiently used.

Forward support for the combat forces in
battle is by far the most important
undertaking in the logistic system; all other
elements exist to make it happen.
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ARMING IT–AMMUNITION TO THE FIGHTING FORCES.

‘Y
“When the General concentrates his forces at the
critical time and place, he is, in effect, concen -
trating weapon systems. Therefore, he must, at
the same time, concentrate his combat service
support resources to.”

1.ARM THE SYSTEMS

The brigade fighting elements require
ammunition resupply for the necessary
firepower to suppress or destroy the enemy.

SUCCESSFUL RESUPPLY
DEPENDS UPON

_ A smooth flow of ammunition from CONUS
direct to the units that support the weapon
systems.

� Careful estimates of requirements based on
usage, experience, and type of combat
anticipated.

~ The ability of the combat service support
commanders to respond to demand for
critical needs and adapt to changing
situations.

The Generals authorize basic loads which
enable the combat units to fight the battle
until resupply can be effected.

In order to sustain operations for specific
periods, brigades, divisions, and corps
indicate their ammunition needs by
submitting their Required Supply Rates
(RSR) for types of ammunition to the next
higher commander. IJS forces often have to
fight their battle at the end of a long,
vulnerable supply line. Availability and
tactical requirements may change, dictating
a supply that is less than the required rate. To
accommodate these variables, each
commander, from corps to battalion,
announces a Controlled Supply Rate
(CSR) to his next subordinate commanders
in order to control consumption based on
available supply and still accomplish the
mission. Ammunition resupply is closely
coordinated to assure proper routing and
rerouting to meet tactical changes and to
shift ammunition units to meet varying
requirements.

AMMUNITION SUPPLY IN THE THEATER

Ammunition is packed on pallets or in containers basic loads and meet their operational

in CONUS � , shipped via fast sea transport requirements. Fighting elements send tactical

� , moved through fixed ports � , or over the uwheeled vehicles . back to the ASPS to pick

shore, in a rapid, steady flow to corps level up the ammunition and deliver � it to the

ammunition supply points (ASP) � . Materials forward areas. However, they may find it

handling equipment is designed for the job and necessary to use high mobility, or even armored
conditions of terrain and climate. The fighting vehicles for the last leg of the trip up to the

elements ~( brigades, artillery, cavalry, etc.) fighting maneuver battalions.

draw ammunition from the ASPS to replenish
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FUELING IT–POL TO MO VE THE FORCE.

T
“When the General concentrates his forces at the

critical time and place, he is, In effect, concen
trating weapon systems Therefore, he must, at
the same time, concentrate hls combat servlct’
support resources to.”

2. FUEL THE SYSTEMS

Petroleum. oil and lubricants (POL) move
the force and support weapons systems.

Supply is based on quantities previously
used and estimates for the future.

The divisions estimate their needs; the
corps controls the availability and flow.

-r-~“- ‘ ‘- ‘-””- \ (’
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PETROLEUM SUPPLY IN THE THEATER.

POL is delivered to the corps from CONUS divisions. Divisions normally store POL in

u or off-shore sources. It flows into corps field bladclers � or on tank trucks. Divisions deliver
storage � (bladders or tank farms) from � to their brigades and other major units � .
pipelines, trucks, or railcars; or in an emergency, Tactical refueling forward of brigade trains is by
by aircraft delivery. Corps moves

m POL to the �battalion tankers .
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FIXING 1T–SCPPORT FOR WARD IN THE BRIGADE AREA.

T
“When the General concentrates his forces at the
crtttc~l time and place, he Is, in effect, concen-
trating weapon systems, Therefore, he must, at
the same ttme, concentrate his combat service
support resources to”

I 3. FIX THE SYSTEMS

Modern Army weapon systems, such as
tanks, attack helicopters, and air defense
radars require:

� Special parts.

� Special tools.

. Specially trained mechanics.

. Special technical documentation,

�Special technical assistance, when
required.

Therefore, special maintenance centers are
established in the corps area for the following
categories of materiel:

. Armament and combat vehicle.

. Wheel vehicle,

. Aviation.

� Missile.

� Communications-electronics.

� Clround support equipment.

These centers are in direct communication
with the appropriate command of the U.S.
Army Materiel Development and
Readiness Command (DARCOM). The
centers provide maintenance support of all
weapon systems in the corps falling within
their scope or category. They push parts,
assemblies, float equipment and teams of
experts to the division areas where the battle
is the hottest, and the losses or problems are
the largest. The centers deal directly with and
support those elements of the division
maintenance battalion dealing with those
particular weapon systems.

,:,:.:
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MAINTENANCE SUPPORT IN

CORPS AREAS

The equipment of the combat force must be kept
in operation since early replacement may not be

possible. Maintenance personnel organic to the

combat unit are the first on the scene when

equipment is in need of repair. Forward support

maintenance companies m extend their
support to combat units by sending contact
teams � to work with them. Normally, more
than half of the repairmen of this company will
be outworking in the combat area. The forward
support contact teams are augmented, as
needed, by additional contact parties from

division rear � or technical assistance from

corps general support � . People, parts, and

tools are pushed into that forward support area
when needed; when no longer needed, they are
pulled back. Supervised battlefield

cannibalization may be used when the parts are

not available from the supply system, and an
item of equipment can be repaired using parts
from other unserviceable equipment. The thrust
of maintenance turnaround is forward in order

to maximize combat time by minimizing repair

and evacuation time.
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MANNING IT–THE BEST MAN FOR THE JOB

‘*When the General concentrates his forces at the
important, but indirect impact on the conduct

critical time and place, he is, in effect, concen -
of warfare; others have a direct effect.

I
trating weapon systems. Therefore, he must, at
the same time, concentrate his combat service
support resources to:”

I 4. MAN THE SYSTEMS I
Combat service support includes a wide

range of assistance for the operating forces.
Many of these services and activities have an

Troop Rephcements. The outcome of
battle increasingly depends upon the proper
functioning of a few primary weapon
systems. As a result, the personnel system
must be focused upon the support of these
systems. For example, highly trained tank
and ATGM gunners must be identified,
segregated, and delivered to the weapons

EXAMPLE REQUISITION AND REPLACEMENT FLOW

FOR CORPS WITH NO THEATER ARMY

Replacements being moved from CON US to the immediate needs; or these personnel may be

theater may be allocated to corps or division and assigned, in an overstrength status, to units

moved direct to replacement activities which can logistically support them and

operating at those command levels. Small reasonably forecast a need for their services.

numbers of individual replacements needed to Major commanders in the theater of operations

man critical weapon systems and maintenance monitor the replacement stream within their

teams may be assembled and briefly retained in commands for the purpose of determining

dispersed forward locations to satisfy allocations and assignments.
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crew on the battlefield with the same care as
the weapon system itself. In short, the
personnel system on the modern battlefield
must be weapon systems oriented.

Before the battle starts, contingency
planners estimate required replacements, by
MOS, for the first 30 days. This estimate is
based on the strength of the deployed force
and the anticipated intensity of the battle. As
the situation changes, this estimate is
reevaluated and updated. When the
contingency plan is executed, a force-fed
replacement flow, based on this estimate, is
started from CONIJS to the theater of
operations. Headquarters, Department of
the Army (HQDA), coordinates and directs
the movement of replacements.

Within the theater of operations,
requisitions for replacements are initiated by
the highest level organization which can
accurately determine requirements. In some
cases, companies and battalions may be
required to initiate requisitions because of the
non-availability of current strength data at
higher echelons. Requisitions are forwarded—
from division to corps to theater army and
then to HQDA. Each command echelon
validates and adjusts requirements based on
immediately available assets, enroute
per~onnel, and further refined loss estimates.

Troon Subsistence. The intense combat

relatively short duration generally precludes
the practice of providing hot meals in the
combat area. Under these conditions, field
rations will be provided in individually
packaged meals that are easily carried and
readily consumed by the soldier; thus
sustaining him without reducing his combat
effectiveness. When combat conditions
permit, and rations and cooking equipment
are available, troops are served at least one
hot meal daily. Food preparation should be
consolidated at battalion level whenever
possible and the meals transported to the
company level units.

Troop Health. In all our wars, more soldiers
have been lost to commanders through
disease and sickness than through enemy
action. In fact, the proportion has run as high
as 3 to 1.

To insure that soldiers are physically able
to fight, commanders must establish
comprehensive programs of health
preservation and restoration. They must
prescribe standards, allocate medical
support to perform specific tasks, and insure
compliance. Colonels insure that medical
personnel and assets are provided to support
the mission. Captains supervise tasks of
assigned individuals responsible for
providing health services, and require troops
to observe the rules of hygiene and

whic~ could take place in a violent battle of
.—

sanitation.

:f.!, ! -~$; )@,,:.. ;, ; ::),:,::
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1
RATIO OF PREVENTABLE CASUALTIES TO COMBAT-CONNECTED CASUALTIES
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LOGISTI:oCNOTMRi$ND AND

ORGANIZATION FOR LOGISTICS - -- --

Because success in battle depends
increasingly on a few primary weapon
systems, support must be focused on these
critical systems.

At the edge of the battle, in the brigade
area, support to weapon systems is
coordinated by a Forward Area Support
Coordinator (FASCO), an officer who
represents the division support command
commander. This individual is the
connecting link between combat and support
elements and insures proper support to
combat systems. He coordinates the
operation of the forward support elements of
maintenance, supply, transportation, and
medical which are located with the rear
elements of the brigade they support. As
requirements change, these division support
units push forward additional resources and
withdraw them when no longer needed.

The FASCO reports to the division
support command (DISCOM) com-
mander, who also commands and directs
support activities throughout the division in
accordance with the General’s priorities and
the changing battlefield situation.

The DISCOM focuses on weapon systems
availability and readiness through the
Division Materiel Management Center
(DMMC). Here, the readiness of weapon
systems to fight is continuously examined,
and management action is taken to keep
them operational Maint”~ance priorities are
controlled to insure that operations of the
maintenance battalion optimize weapon
system readiness. Action is also taken to
obtain critical repair parts quickly, when
necessary to return a weapon system to
combat. The DISCOM moves supplies
forward and shifts support resources to meet
operational needs, and reacts to shifting
deployments and changing combat losses.
When division requirements cannot be met
locally or technical assistance is needed in
support of combat systems, assistance is
obtained from the corps support command
(COSCOM).

Logistic support for non-divisional units
follows the same pattern, whether located
within the division area or behind the
division rear boundary. Direct support is
provided by corps DS units, unless attached
to a division for support. The DS units -iraw
on the COSCOM for supplies and expertise.

Integrated general support, supply, and
maintenance are provided to all elements of
the corps by general suport technical centers
operating under the COSCOM. A corps
support command may have all of the
following centers:

� Armament and Combat Vehicle

� Wheel Vehicle

. Aviation

� Missile

� Communications - Electronics

� Ground Support Equipment

The centers are tailored to support the
force. Their size, types, numbers, and -’
location depend on equipment density within
the corps, the intensity of combat, and
geographic environment. Each center
provides general support maintenance,
repair parts supply, and end item supply for a
group of weapon systems or materiel items.
They assist forward support units on
technical problems and in battlefield
recovery and damage assessment, operate a
collection point for battlefield recovered
items, and manage their use as a
cannibalization source for repair parts and
assemblies.

To tailor the general support structure
austerely, two or more centers may be
consolidated. On the other hand, optimum
weapon system support may be achieved by
having more than one center of a particular
type. General support repair parts, except for
missiles and aircraft, may be consolidated at
one of the centers or at a more centralized
location. In addition to the technical centers
identified above, the COSCOM may have

12-1o
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W OF LOGISTICAL SUPPORT FOR COMB-AT WEAPON SYSTEtiS

general support activities to receive, store,
and issue POL, food, and other supplies not
processed by the technical centers.

The centers provide the highest level of
technical competence on weapon systems
available in the Corps. Each center works
directly with the CONIJS logistic centers and
development commands of the IJS Army
Materiel Development and Readiness
Command (DARCOM) in order to draw on
their technical expertise and support.
DARCOM technical specialists rnd
representatives from industry will provide
on-site assistance on weapon system
technical problems.

The COSCOM commands the centers and
manages logistic operations throughout the
corps. The Materiel Management Center

The COSCOM sends requisitions directly
to CONIJS to meet the needs of the corps.

In a large theater of operations involving
more than one corps, the Theater Army
Headquarters provides overall management
of logistic operations. It sets priorities,
assigns logistic missions, and allocates
resources. Through its MMC, this
headquarters specifically controls and
manages selected items which are so critical
that the Theater Army commander retains
their control. Most of the major combat
weapon systems will be controlled here at the
major item and critical subassembly level.

The Theater Army commander may
establish an Area Command (TAACOM)
behind the corps rear boundaries to
handle materiel as it passes through the
port system. The TAACOM does not
normally carry backup supplies for the
corps. It provides support to whatever

(MMC) of the COSCOM
monitors the operational
weapon systems and takes
them fighting.

continuously un{ts are iocated in i~- area which may
readiness of include some weapon systems such as air

action to keep defense, or combat units in theater
reserve status.
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MANAGEMENT INFORMA TIONS YSTEMS
AND COMMUNICATIONS

Visibility is the key to the General’s control
of resources. Management information
systems and communications are the tools
that provide visibility. Through the medium
of automatic data processing (ADP)
systems, the commander knows what he has
a-vailable, where it is, and its state of combat

COMPUTER BASED SYSTEMS readiness. computer-based systems are
ARE HIGH PRIORITY TARGETS IN highly mobile and environment adaptable,

COMBAT THEATERS b tu in the combat theater they are high
priority t: rgets for sabotage ‘and direct
enemy action. Therefore, security and
backup for ADP support are important
planning considerations.

In addition to providing management
information, ADP operating systems are
capable of processing huge volumes of
repetitive information. In this capacity, the
computer analyzes demands that support the
weapon systems in accordance with
priorities established to satisfy the combat
commander’s needs. It assists the manager
in setting stock levels to meet demands,
determining availability within the
command, and placing orders on the CON(JS
base.

Earth satellites and other electronic
devices provide us with vastly improved
intercontinental communications. Huge
volumes of data bits are transmitted halfway
around the world almost instantaneously.
Transceiver terminals within the theater
provide channels of communication between
the COSCOM and TAACOM materiel
management centers and the sources of
supply in CONIJS. Support managers
transmit information to the commander’s
headquarters in response to his queries.
These data and management information
links bring CONIJS-based managers and
technicians close to the pulse of the
battlefield. They provide a sharpened
perception of weapon system requirements,
and a quick response to the combat
commander’s needs.
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In the last three wars, our Army was not
fully committed until IJS industry was in
heavy production of military equipment and
large quantities of war materiel were readily
available. We cannot expect this luxury in the
future. We will fight for many months with
what we have at the start of the war. Supply SUPPLY PRIORITY GOES TO
priority will go to weapons ammunition, AMMUNITION, POL, AND
POL, and repair parts. Austerity will be the R‘PAIR ‘ARTS
rule. Elaborate construction and other
support for “standard of living” has no place
on the battlefield we see before us.

Every commander at every level—General,
Colonel, and Captain—must conserve
resources carefully to sustain our combat
force. Ammunition and POL must not be
wasted. Weapon systems must be taken care
of and maintained by the operating troops
and their support elements. Equipment
damaged in the battle must be recovered,
repaired, and used again.L

Whatever indigenous resources exist in the
area must be obtained and used to support
our combat force. If available, POL, food, and
other supplies can be procured locally.
Facilities normally used for civilian purposes
can be obtained for support of the war effort.
Civilian transportation of all kinds must be
used to reduce our requirement for military
transport. In secure rear areas, local hire
civilians will be used to the maximum to
reduce our requirement for military
personnel.

For success in battle, fighting with what we have, conservation of
our limited manpower and combat equipment is absolutely
essential.

12-13
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CHAPTER 13 
Operations Within NATO 

OVERVIEW 

THENATO ALLIANCE links together 15nations in a combined 
effort to insure the security and freedom of itsmembers. Article 
5of the North Atlantic Treaty states that: "Theparties agree 
that an armed attack against one or more of  them in 
Europe or North America shall be considered as an 
attack against them all . . ." The principal military 
commands of NATO are Allied Command Europe (ACE), 
Allied Command Atlantic (ACLANT) a n d  Allied 
Command Channel (ACCHAN). ACE is responsible for the 
defense of all NATO territory in Europe except Britain, France, 
Iceland, and Portugal. In  the Central Region of ACE, forces are 
provided by the United States, the Federal Republic of 
Germany, the IJnited Kingdom, the Netherlands, Belgium, 
Luxemburg, and Canada. In  the Southern Region, forces from 
the TJnited States are joined by those from Italy, Turkey, The 
United Kingdom, Portugal, and Greece. The Northern Region 
includes military forces from Germany, Norway, and 
Denmark. These national forces may operate outside their own 
territory; however, each NATO nation retains sovereignty 
within its territorial boundaries and controls political, civil, 
and economic activity. 

CONTENTS 
PAGE 

OVERVIEW 13-1 
FACTORS AFFECTING NATO OPERATIONS 13-5 



NORTHERN A R M  ALLIED AIR FORCE LLlED NAVAL FORCE LLlED AIR FORCE 
SOUTHERN EUROPE 

ACE has a single supreme commander of military 
forces who reports to the Military Committee of 
NATO. He exercises operational command over 
subordinate elements, which are also commanded 
by NATO commanders. 
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The United States European Command
(U SE UCOM) is the senior US military
headquarters in Europe. USEUCOM develops

plans for general war in Europe to support NATO’s
strategy of flexible response. The command
exercises operational control over component
forces assigned by the Joint Chiefs of Staff.
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For contingency operations, USEUCOM +
maintains small, specially-tailored force
packages for rapid deployment throughout
the command. These include Air Force
fighter squadrons, Army airborne units, and
Marine landing teams.

IJpon alert of impending hostilities,
national combat and combat support forces
are phased into NATO commands.
Operational command of these forces is
relinquished by national commands so that
when hostilities occur or are imminent, the
NATO commander, not the national
commander, employs the forces. A similar
transfer of authority occurs for post D-day
augmentation forces; national commands
prepare the units for combat and then
transfer operational command to NATO.
However, each nation retains responsibility
to provide combat service support to their
forces.

The implications of this command
relationship vary with the echelon of
command. For the General, it is a matter of
daily importance. Some US Generals are
commanders of large NATO organizations.
Whether he is a NATO commander or not,
each will be concerned with adherence to
NATO procedures, coordination with allied
forces (whether combat, combat support, or
combat service support), and with the actions
required to insure a useful meshing of effort
between dissimilar organizations. The
Colonels and Captains will be concerned
with certain routine NATO procedures and,
though not as often as the General, the
coordination of foreign and US forces in
operations and suppoi.

An important consideration is that
there will be differences between the
various forces which encompass more
than the ea8ily recognized variation in
language. They will include variations
in doctrine, organization, training,
logistics, food, and customs as well. The
commander must recognize these and
take them into account in his planning.
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. Some of these differences are being
eliminated. Standardization Agreements
(STANAGS) establish procedures and
guidelines for the employment and
coordination of all arms in land combat. (A
list of STANAGS relevant to land force
tactical doctrine is at Appendix A.) As
STANAGS are adopted, they become a part
of the various nations’ unilateral procedures.
Allied Publications (APs) provide NATO
allies information pertaining to tactics,
intelligence, training, doctrine, security
rules, exercise procedures, technical and
administrative matters. Rationalization
efforts (reducing duplication of effort,
particularly in the development of expensive
weapon systems; establishing common
doctrine; improving interoperability) are in
progress. They will, in the long term,
facilitate combined operations.

The immediate goal is interoperability in
both equipment and methods of operations
which will allow multinational forces to work
smoothly and effectively together. Allied
Tactical Publications (ATP) establish a
basis for a common understanding of
doctrine between nations and provide NATO

~’ commanders with guiding principles.
Currently available ATP include Land Force
Tactical Doctrine and Tactical Air Doctrine.

FACTORS AFFECTING

In Europe, the ground forces of both the
Warsaw Pact and NATO (which are
primarily armored and mechanized) are
supported by modem, highly capable air
forces. Warsaw Pact forces are equipped with
standardized weapons and have a common
doctrine; NATO elements are much more
diverse. Areas requiring particular attention
are:

Command and Control
Relationships

Field Standing Operating
Procedures

Requirements for
Coordination

NATO OPERATIONS

Liaison Teams

Language

Organization for Combat

Combat Plans and Orders

Fire Support Relationships

Communications

Intelligence

Combat Service Support

German Territorial Forces

Environmental
Considerations
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Command ;nd Control
Relationships

Combat and combat support forces from
various national forces are placed under
NATO command. The usual command
relationship established is operational
command, with logistical responsibility
remaining with the nation concerned. At
corps level, and below, most national forces
will be found in a unilateral organization.
The cross-attachment of different national
maneuver units is seldom practical below
brigade level. As noted earlier, host nations
retain sovereignty in their territory. Host
nations also have overall responsibility for
rear area protection in their national
territory. US elements in the area behind the
corps rear boundary are responsible for self-
protection and coordination with
appropriate host nation authorities.

The NATO strategy of flexible response
requires the capability to employ nuclear
options at various levels of conflict. NATO
forces, therefore, should be capable of
operating satisfactorily in combined
conventional-nuclear operations. Command,
control, and communications support is
essential to deterrence and to employment of

POSITIVE CONTROL OF NUCLEAR theater nuclear forces. The wartime
WAR HEADS ALWAYS STAYS operational command of the forces, delivery

WITH THE US vehicles, and units, will be exercised by the
military command structure of NATO. The
US, however, maintains positive control of
the nuclear warheads in peace and war.
There must be continuing- command and
control procedures, to include efforts to
upgrade situation reporting and message
handling procedures, to enhance the overall
flexible response capability.

Field Standing O crating
fProcedures ( SOP)

Prearranged Field Standing Operating
Procedures and lists of commonly used terms
in the language of the nations concerned are
necessa~-to effective operations. These are
developed in multinational training
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exercises in peacetime, and should become a
part of the standard procedures for NATO
units.

Requirements for Coordination
In addition to the close command

relationships mentioned above, certain
aspects of coordination require special
attention. Boundaries are always sought out
as weak points. Boundaries between forces of
different nations are particularly vulnerable
and require detailed liaison and close
coordination of all allied actions in areas
adjacent to the boundary. Operational
procedures must be established and
implemented by national commanders to
insure mutually supporting and responsive
tactical air, army aviation, and other fire
support. Planning is required for
contingencies which include movement of
boundaries and the frequent restructuring of
forces to support an adjusted mutual
boundary. ,

In a multinational operation, recognition
of forces, both friendly and enemy, takes on
increased importance. Standard procedures
for battlefield recognition must be developed RECOGNITION BECOMES
and exercised frequently. The procedures EXTREMELY IMPORTANT
should be designed- for common equipment,
such as flares and flashlights.

o4

Liaison Teams
Liaison teams are of increased importance

in a multinational structure. They are
required in many situations in which they
would not be necessary in unilateral
operations. Team members should be
bilingual, and must be knowledgeable of
organization, procedures and equipment of
both the US forces and the other NATO
countries with which they will be operating.
Teams should be formed, trained, and
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equipped prior to hostilities. Communication
equipment must permit operations in both
the allied and US nets. If the US or allied
team’s standard equipment will not suffice,
US forces should be prepared to provide
communication equipment to, or receive
equipment from the allied force.

9
Language

US forces must have a capability for
communication in the language of the forces
with which they will operate. Besides skilled
interpreter-translators in the positions which
are usually required (e.g., intell, liaison),
battalion and higher commanders will
require enough language capability to
communicate with adjacent and supporting
commanders. Key word lists (e.g., for artillery
commands) printed in multiple languages
will assist in alleviating the communication
problem. All personnel should receive
training in the basics of communication in
the allied language, recognition of road
signs, directions, and methods of effecting
simple coordination.

9�

Organization for Combat
A thorough understanding of concepts of

the organization, procedures, and
employment of national tactical units is
required. As an example, commanders must
be aware of the differences in the capabilities
of allied weapon systems, which have a
marked impact on how they must be disposed
and their plan of maneuver. Other national
forces may consider a “brigade base”
concept, similar to the US separate brigade,
as the normal method of operation. Such
brigades may have combat support and
combat service support elements as part of
their normal structure. When a US brigade is
under operational command of such an allied
division, US combat support and combat
service support must be provided from the US
division or other supporting units to meet the
US brigade requirements.

Seldom do we expect to cross-attach below <
brigade level. Placing battalions or smaller
elements under the operational control of
other national forces is possible, but
increases the coordination requirements,
particularly in the areas of liaison team
requirements, communications, fire support,
and logistic support.

e
Combat Plans and 0rder8

The NATO format for plans and orders is
the same as the US Army five paragraph
field order. However, differences in tactics,
terminology, and graphics must be taken into
account. In issuing orders to others and in
preparing to execute orders from others,
commanders must take particular care to
insure mutual understanding of required
actions through personal contact of
commanders, use of interpreters and liaison
teams. Also, great reliance should be placed
on graphic displays, such as map overlays.

l%e Support–Relation8hip8
In NATO, fire support coordination

techniques are generally in consonance with
established US procedures. Advance
planning and training reduce the time
required for translation of terms when
support is requested across national lines.
The reaction time for tactical air support and
conventional, nuclear, or chemical fire
support can be reduced through the use of
preplanned fires. Additional methods which
will assist planners include liaison teams
which possess a bilingual language
capability, adherence to STANAGS, Field
Standing Operating Procedures, and key
word lists printed in multiple languages.

9�

Communication
The degree of success achieved in

multinational operations will depend on our
ability to communicate with all allied forces
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~ situated in our area of operation. Differences
in equipment may create some difficulty, if
the potential problem is not foreseen. For
example, US radio secure voice equipment is
not compatible with all allied radio
equipment; some allied wire secure
equipment is not compatible with US wire
equipment. The use of agreed communica-
tions terms as directed in Allied
Communication Pamphlets (ACP) will
reduce transmission time and misunder-
standing among allied forces. US personnel
must be trained and ready to use these
procedures, and if equipment is not
compatible, to exchange the equipment
necessary for effective communications.

Intelligence
Within the NATO military structure, the

land warfare function of intelligence is
dependent upon the support of national
forces. Each allied nation has intelligence
which is needed by major NATO
commanders. Intelligence dissemination can
best be achieved by providing NATO

~ intelligence channels with a liaison element
and an automated data processing support
capability which will allow the liaison
element to access Army component and
national data bases. Provided with
dedicated, secure communications facilities,
the liaison element can furnish a timely
response to NATO requirements.
Commanders at all levels must insure that
their intelligence efforts are coordinated with
their allies. This relationship takes on
particular significance when US
commanders at any level share a common
boundary with other national forces.

o
Combat Service Support

Each nation hastheresponsibilityto assure
combat service support to its forces, but
efficiency and economy require maximum
mutual support between nati~ns. in the past,
US forces have relied primarily on organic
national support; however, greater reliance is

now being placed on the highly developed
European national support structure. This
trend can be expected to continue, in both
peace and war. Using host nation support
allows a reduction in US support elements,
while maintaining required support of
combat forces. US elements must be prepared
to coordinate and mutually plan to obtain
common supply items from allied units or to
provide items to them. Each nation is
responsible for providing support of its
unique items to elements cross-attached to
other nations.

German Terr~orial Force8
The US combat service support

commander is responsible for coordinating
his activities with the host nation. In the
Central Region of Germany, for which most
of our forces are designated, the German
Territorial Forces provide host nation
support to US and other NATO allies. The
Territorial Forces are divided into three
commands and their NATO responsibility
begins at the corps rear boundary and
extends to the national boundary. Their
primary missions include:

� To insure logistical support of NATO
forces within the scope of national
agreements.

� To support NATO forces by the provision
of local resources.

� To insure cooperation between NATO
forces and civil defense authorities.

� Responsibility for:

� Security

. Damage Control

� Military movement control

� NBC reporting and warning

� Engineer support

13-9
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e

Environmental Considerations

US commanders and troops must be prepared to
fight in the unique environment of the central
NATO front—generally the environment of West
Germany.
The climate of Germany is generally cold and wet.
Although there are sunny warm days in summer
and snow conditions in winter, the predominate
climate is a low overcast with rain.

This chart shows the mean
temperatures for the four
seasons in Germany. While the
temperature means do not
appear to be particularly
severe, US forces must be well
equipped and trained to
operate for extended periods
in cold weather and snow.

This chart shows the mean
rainfall that can be expected in
Germany. This is particularly
significant in late winter and
early spring when the snow
begins to melt, the ground
thaws, and spring rainfall
occurs. During this period,
cross-country wheeled vehicle
trafficability will be seriously
impaired.
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* SUMMER 20 JUNE -20 SEPTEMBER

FALL 21 SEPTEMBER -20 DECEMBER

WINTER 21 DECEMBER -19 MARCH

SPRING 20 MARCH -19 JUNE

Fall, winter, and early spring are featured by

frequent fog which lies heavily on the land and
often does not lift until midday. Frequency and
duration of morning fog are as follows:

I 4

—

3.2

5

.

33

6
.

m

11

3.6

Approximately 1 out of 3
mornings during the fall and
winter, US forces will have
less than 1 km visibility
causing a significant reduction
in the frequency of long range
engagements.

,
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The cloud layer over Western Europe is typically
low and scudding on westerly winds. The average
ceilings (more
a percentage
Germany are:

than i509Z0 cloud cover) expressed as
for three month periods in West

NO CEILING 29.7% 33.9?40 25.1?40 15 .7%

1500-2000 I 3“9I 2-4I 4=0I 5=6I

The incidence of ceilings less “ ~;~ ‘ ~~‘; ,+ b :’ ‘ “,:”4: ..i-;; :,, :;”., ,
than 500 feet is markedly ,:,-. ,-’, ,,

increased when coupled with
fog as in this chart:

.,..
.,‘,-

Due to the incidence of ceilings that are 1,000 feet or less,

commanders can expect a one-third degradation in close air support
missions during the December-February time frame.
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The topography of Germany is fine grained
— compared to the areas in the US where most

of our troops are trained. Germany is more
like the Piedmont of Virginia and the
countryside of New England. There are many
hills, streams, small forests, and villages. It
is not easy to find long-range fields of fire for
tanks or ATGM. For example, line of sight
can be thought of as being like this.

But, due to landforms (hills and valleys), vegetation, and manmade features, line of
sight is interrupted as shown in this chart.

I FULDA GAP I 58% I 25% I 17?40 I

I NORTH GERMAN PLAIN
I

21%
I

78?40
I

1?40
I

As a result of this loss of intervisibility, line of sight is broken into segments as depicted here.
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This chart portrays the minimum segment
lengths necessary to achieve a hit when firing an
A TGM, given the target range and speed.

—

1000

2000

3000

5 8 1541901126116212341

I ‘31’201’80124013001

15 I 8 I 9011261162119812701I

As an example, if an ATGM attacks a and fires in 10 seconds at a tank moving
target at 2000 ‘meters, the missile time of toward him at a rate of 8 mph, the tank must
flight is 10 seconds. If the gunner acquires remain exposed for 72 meters to score a hit.
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The probability that the tank will remain exposed
the required length of time is shown here.

PROBABILITY

t) 0.8 0.6 0.4 0.2 ~

NORTH GERMAN PLAIN

These curves show that the
hills and forests in the
American sector provide more
exposure for attacking tanks
than the flat land of the North
German Plain where attacking
tanks are more often screened
from view by vegetation.

In the previous example, the tank had to of this occurring. ATGM training must take
remain exposed for 72 meters. In the Fulda this into acco~nt. Gunners mist practice
region, the gunner would have a 73% chance acquiring and engaging targets that are
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moving at different speeds over different
terrain. They must be able to determine if the
target will remain exposed for a sufficient
distance to achieve a hit. This only portrays
the intervisibility situation with regard to
ATGM. Tanks, due to higher muzzle velocity,
have a much higher probability of the target
remaining exposed for a sufficient distance
and therefore a higher probability of hit.

The landscape of Germany is steadily
changing as population and industriali-
zation grow. Manmade structures cover more
and more of the countryside. There are
hundreds of towns and cities of over 50,000
population, and increasingly the small
villages are connected by continuous strip
development along the interconnecting
valleys. Cities and towns present continuous
built-up areas covering hundreds of square
kilometers, as around:

Munich sq km 310

Nuremberg/ Furth sq km 247

Stuttgart sq km 207

Frankfurt/ Mainz/ Hanau sq km 560

Heidelberg/ Mannheim sq km 302

The Ruhr sq km 1155

Cologne/ Bonn I‘qkmI 393

The urbanization
imDact on military

of Germany has a major
operations (see Chapter

14~ German buiidirigs are sturdy brick,
stone, and concrete. Buildings provide cover
and concealment for troops. Villages provide

natural strong points. Built-up areas restrict
visibility and fields of fire. Buildings provide
natural shelter and concealment for
headquarters and support activities. They
also make target acquisition more difficult.

Combat in Germany will automatically
involve repeated, almost continuous battle
for cities, towns, villages, and adjacent built-
up areas. The total percent of built-up area by
German state looks like this:

Bavaria 6.5%

Hesse 10.0%
Lower Saxony 9.5%

Baden-Wurttemberg 8.7%

Nordrh em-W estfalen 15 .0%

I
To accomplish our NATO mission, US

commanders must insure that their units are
not only capable of the combat tasks for
which they are designed, but that they are
trained in NA TO procedures and are alert to
the differences in the various armed forces
which may affect combined operations.
Personnel at all levels must use common
prearranged terminology, understand
strengths and limitations of the forces with
which they work, and adhere to NATO field
standing operating procedures. They must
also understand the environmental
considerations as they apply to military
operations. US forces employed elsewhere
within NATO, or within any international
alliance, must, of course, take similar
considerations into account.
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CHAPTER 14

Military Operations in Special Environments

INTRODUCTION

A.LTHOUGH THE PRIMA.RY MISSION Of the US Army is tO

prepare for the defense of NATO, it is entirely possible that it
will find itself committed to battle elsewhere. This means that
our Army must also be trained to fight in other environments.

CHAPTER

PAGE

INTRODUCTION 14-1

MOUNTAINS 14-2

tiowto Fight in the Mountains 14-3

JUNGLES 14-6

Howto Fight in Jungles 14-7

DESERTS 14-9

How to Fight in the Desert 14-11

NORTHERN REGIONS 14-13

How to Fight in Northern Regions 14-14

MILITARY OPERATIONS IN BUILT-UP
AREAS 14-15

Characteristics of Urban Combat 14-18

Fighting in Built-U pAreas 14-19

Reconnaissance and Intelligence 14-24

Concentrate 14-24

The environments that have a strong effect
on the conduct of military operations are:

. Mountains

� Jungles

� Deserts

� Northern Regions

. Built-Up Areas

The special manuals which cover
operations in special environments are being
r&ised and updated in accordance with the
principles set forth in this manual.
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� EFFECT OF FIRE

Less than In normal terrain due to

considerable natural cover

� OVERHEAD AND LONG-RANGE FIRES

Use greatly increased due to good
elevation and observation

� GRAZING FIRES

Lunited, due to steepness of slopes
and increased dead space

� HIGH ANGLE FIRE

Increased use Adds Importance
to fteld artillery, mortars. and
grenade launchers

MOUNTAINS

Mountainous terrain exists throughout the
world from northern regions to the tropics.
The Army must, therefore, maintain the
capability to operate in this type of terrain.
This capability is provided primarily by the
infantry, airborne and airmobile divisions,
and Army aviation units. The helicopter has
revolutionized mountain warfare to the
extent that military mountaineering skills
are no longer necessary for the majority of
the forces committed to mountain combat.
Their mobility will come primarily from the
helicopter and the boot, rather than the piton
and the rope. Only small forces conducting
Ranger-type patrols and raids will normally
have recourse to military mountaineering
skills. Thus, light airmobile infantry will
play the dominant role in mountain fighting.

Environmental Effects. Mountainous
terrain, as discussed here, is not the
extremely high, severe alpine-type peaks, but
rather the lower, more mature mountains
typical of southern Italy or Korea. Thus, the
effects of altitude on troops are not a major
consideration in this environment.
Mountainous terrain is usually characterized
by one or more of the following: some <
exaggerated features, heavy woods or jungle,
rocky crags, compartmentation, routes of
communication limited in extent and of poor
quality, degraded radio communications,
and highly changeable weather conditions.
Mountains may consist of an isolated peak,
single ridges, or complex ranges extending
for thousands of kilometers.

The environmental effects of mountain
operations significantly influence the use of
weapons and equipment. In general, the
effect of fire is less than in normal terrain
since mountains offer considerable natural
cover such as rocks and cliffs. The use of
overhead and long-range fires, however, can
be greatly increased, due to the elevation and
good observation afforded. This capability
emphasizes the importance of occupying the
heights in order to fire down on the enemy.
The steepness of slopes, however, does limit
grazing fire and causes a great amount of
dead space. This gives added importance to
weapons with a high angle of fire, such as
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field artillery, mortars, and grenade
launchers. Due to the difficulties of
movements in rugged mountain terrain, all
equipment should be as light as possible,
preferably air transportable.

Mobility in mountains is extremely
difilcult if only ground movement is
considered. Highways usually run only
along the valley floor; existing roads and
trails are normally few and primitive; and
cross-country movement, particularly across
terrain compartments, is particularly
arduous. The extensive use of the helicopter,
however, can normally overcome these
difficulties. Although subject to the
limitations posed by the enemy air defense,
weather, and density-altitude considera-
tions, the helicopter is by far the principal
vehicle for moving forces engaged in
mountain operations.

Finally, mountain combat lacks the unity
characteristic of combat in level or rolling
terrain. The configuration of the terrain
tends to give the battlefield a piecemeal
character and induces more or less isolated
conflicts which are difficult to control by
higher commanders. The terrain also greatly
amplifies the normal advantages of the
defender. The dominant terrain provides the
defender, while usually denying the attacker, ADVANTAGES ARE
excellent observation and firing positions. OVERWHELMINGLY IN FAVOR
Man-made obstacles significantly increase OF THE DEFENDER
the natural obstacle of the rugged
mountainous terrain. The defender can more
easily deceive the enemy as to his strength
and dispositions. Since the defender
normally has more time to develop lateral
trails, he can usually shift forces on the
ground more rapidly than the attacker.
Delaying actions are particularly effective in
the mountains and can be accomplished by a
much smaller force than is ordinarily needed.
These advantages combine to make the
mountains an ideal place for defensive
combat.

HOW TO FIGHT IN THE MOUNTAINS

The fundamental principles of the
dynamics of the modern battlefield apply to
combat in the mountains. The focal points
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of mountain combat are the heights. The
essence of mountain warfare is to attempt
alu’ays to fight from the top dou’n. A
detailed discussion on how to fight in
mountains is contained in FM -90-6,
Mountain Operations.

Employment of Large Units. In
rugged mountains there are limits to the
employment of large forces: Deployment is
greatly hindered and restricted. Frequently,
adjacent units cannot provide mutual
support. Rapid shifting of forces, except by
helicopter, is often difficult. Small units, on
the other hand, have many occasions for
sudden and bold action. As in other special
environments, Generals must consider the
capabilities of the forces committed to
mountain operations. While the normal

LIGHT INFANTRY IS THE infantry division is an appropriate force for
PRINCIPAL FORCE operations in mountainous areas, some of

its heavy equipment and heavy weapons
may not be suitable for the terrain. The
airborne and the airmobile divisions,
however, because of their light equipment
and training, are even better suited for
mountain operations. It is the light infantry
that will be the principal force and bear the
brunt of mountain combat. Army aviation
units should be committed to the maximum
extent possible in support of the infantry to
provide tactical mobility and to accomplish
resupply and evacuation.

Direction of the Battle. The
importance of gaining the heights and
fighting down to the enemy must be
impressed upon commanders at all levels,
but it is particularly important for the
brigade and battalion commanders who
nofially assign intermediate objectives,
defensive positions, etc. Gun emplacements
and observation posts on commanding
heights can dominate the valley below.
Friendly advances should, where ‘possible,
be made along ridges, although caution
must be used not to fall into an ambush, nor

IMPORTANCE OF FIGHTING invite observed artillery fire. Movement
FROM THE TOP DOWN MUST BE through a valley, without security on the

CONTINUALLY STRESSED high ground, invites destruction.
Counterattacks, when launched down a
descending slope, have the advantage of
permitting more rapid movement. Even
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airmobile assaults that merely gain the
heights to the flanks or rear of an enemy
position can frequently cause the enemy to
pull back from his forward positions. This
concept of always striving to fight from the
top down should permeate the entire force
engaged in mountain combat.

Since mobility in mountain combat derives
from the extensive use of helicopters, the
Colonels must actively direct airmobile
operations to quickly build up a favorable
combat power ratio at the point of contact.
While it is usually light infantry forces that
are moved about the battlefield, there are also
frequent occasions when available helicopter
assets could be used to concentrate both
direct and indirect fire weapons. When
conducting airmobile operations to the
flanks or rear of enemy positions, particular
care must be exercised in the mountains to
suppress or avoid enemy air defenses.
Because of their normal emplacements on the
heights and their good obsemation and fields
of fire, machine guns and automatic small
arms weapons pose a threat to helicopter
movement. Good intelligence, careful
planning, and suppression of enemy
positions are required. Close air support is
the most effective way to bring heavy
firepower to bear.

Fighting the Battle. Since decentraliza-
tion of control is forced upon the commanders
of large units by the piecemeal character of
the battle, the initiative, resourcefulness, and
judgment of small unit commanders will be
taxed to the utmost. Small unit commanders
must expect to operate independently or
semi-independently. The degree to which the
Captain has trained his force in the TRAINING AND PHYSICAL
techniques of. -mountain combat. and CO IUDITIOIUIIUGWILL BE AN
physically conditioned them for operating m lmpOR1-ANT FACTOR IN
the rugged mountam terrain w1ll be the ASSUR[ NG SUCCESS
measure of his success. ,

Because of the increased advantages of the
defender in the mountains, the small unit
commander must often emphasize the use of
surprise in the attack. Frontal assaults in
daylight are normally prohibitively costly.
Helicopter assaults on heights which
dominate the defender’s positions are
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normally the most advantageous. If
helicopters are unavailable, the envelopment
conducted by a stealthy approach at night
and without preparatory fires usually offers
the best chance of success. Conversely, in the
defense, small unit leaders must emphasize
security measures to prevent being surprised
from stealthy or unexpected enemy moves.

JUNGLES

The jungle regions of Asia, Africa, and the
Western Hemisphere are potential
battlefields. Past wars have provided
valuable experience for the US Army in the
conduct of jungle operations. Infantry,
particularly airmobile infantry, artillery,
and light armored forces are valuable assets
in jungle warfare. Close air support is
essential.

Environmental Effects. Jungles are
areas located in the humid tropics wherein
the land is covered with such dense
vegetation that it impedes military
operations and tends to obstruct military
lines of communication. Types of jungles
vary from tropical rain forests and secondary
growth forests to swamps and tropical
savannas. The dominating features ofjungle
areas are thick vegetation, high and constant
temperature, heavy rainfall and humidity.
Seasonal variations in rainfall have highly
significant impact on military operations.

Military operations in jungles are affected
primarily by two factors—climate and
vegetation. These two factors combine to
restrict movement, observation, fields of fire,
communications, battlefield surveillance,
and target acquisition. However, these
factors favor military operations by
providing excellent cover and concealment in
jungle terrain.

The jungle climate contains numerous
health hazards for troops, particularly
unacclimatized soldiers who have little or no
resistance to many of the endemic diseases.
Thus, an increased disease rate from

DISEASE CAN QIJ ICKLY diarrheal diseases -and. fungus infections
DECIMATE TROOP STRENGTH maY occur” P@eCtlOn 1S required against

AND EFFECTIVE ESS mOwl@S, file% fl-, l-h-, and Other
parasites. If these health hazards are not
countered, more troops may become
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— hospitalized during jungle operations
because of disease than because of wounds.
The environmental effect of the climate and
dense vegetation dictate that all equipment
accompanying combat forces must be
rugged, lightweight, and man-portable. The
fighting load of the soldier should be kept
under 40 pounds. All weapons and equipment
will require daily maintenance in a tropical
climate. Because of the normal scarcity of
road and rail networks, combat service
support and engineer support requirements
will be increased.

According to the type of vegetation, ground
observation in jungle areas can vary from a
few feet to 20 or 30 meters. Aerial observation
is often ineffective due to the jungle canopy
and, during the rainy season, due to heavy
rain, low hanging clouds, fog and haze. The
vegetation also severely degrades fields of
fire in jungle areas except along trails and
roads. The dense vegetation does provide,
however, excellent concealment. While
camouflage is enhanced in the jungle, it must
be remembered that vegetation does not
protect the soldier from enemy fire. Troops
must not mistake concealment for cover.
For example, in most jungle areas, trees will
not provide extensive coverage. Cover in
jungle areas is provided by surface
irregularities, such as ravines, gullies and
large rocks.

Finally, the jungle environment is a
serious obstacle to movement. Dense
vegetation, gullies, steep hills and cliffs,
rivers, unfoldable streams, and swamps
hinder movement. Vehicular movement is
normally canalized, impeded, or impossible.
Cross-country movement by foot is slow and
difficult. High mobility in jungle areas is
attained most effectively through movement
by air.

HOW TO FIGHT IN JUNGLES

The battlefield dynamics and the
fundamentals of offensive and defensive
operations discussed in previous chapters are
applicable, with modifications, to meet the
conditions of the jungle environment. A
detailed discussion of how to fight in jungles
is found in FM 90-5, Jungle Operations.

Employment of Large Units. The first
and perhaps most important task of the
Generals who employ large units in jungle
operations is to configure the force properly.
The force must be composed of the proper mix
of units and weapons, properly trained and
properly equipped for jungle operations.
Infantry, because of its versatility, mobility,
and capability to conduct operations in all
types of terrain and climate, will play the
dominant role. Other combat and combat
support units are used primarily to support
the operations of infantry elements. Infantry
forces must be lightly equipped to enhance
their mobility through the jungle by foot, as
well as to enhance their mobility over the
jungle by air. Army aviation assets are,
therefore, crucial to a successful jungle
campaign. Armor units, designed to support
infantry operations, can also be used in the
jungle particularly during dry seasons and
year-round to provide security for lines of
communications. Some heavy infantry
weapons, such as TOW, Dragon, 90mm and
106mm Recoilless Rifles, will be of little use in
the jungles. The use of lighter weapons such
as the 5.56mm rifle, the 7.62mm machinegun,
the 40mm grenade launcher, the M72 IAW,
and mines and booby traps should be
emphasized. Where visibility is limited and
fields of fire are restricted, small arms
predominate and thus infantry units have
the greatest utility.

As in other environments, it is primarily
the General’s responsibility to “see” the
battlefield. However, due to the restricted
jungle terrain and the scarcity of intelligence
gathering assets below division level, this
responsibility is even more important in the
jungle than in other environments. Because
of the environmental effect on normal
battlefield surveillance efforts, emphasis
must be placed on patrolling, particularly
long-range patrols. In addition to patrols, the
commander must use all source
intelligence —for both maneuver and
targeting.

Since the principle of achieving favorable
force ratios at the point of contact is
applicable to jungle warfare, the Generals
must play a role in achieving the necessary
concentration of combat power. This is done
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HELICOPTER TRANSPORTATION
SHOULD BE USED FOR

INFANTRY UNITS WHENEVER
POSSIBLE

through the proper control and allocation of
mobility assets. These assets include ~
airmobile, water, and ground transport.
Since combat actions are likely to be short
and violent, the General must insure that all
mobility assets are immediately responsive
to move troops rapidly to the area of contact.
Additionally, Generals concentrate combat
power by shifting available air and field
artillery assets to the engaged unit. The usual
technique is to employ infantry forces to find
the enemy, pin him down, and cut off his
escape; then, to concentrate field artillery
and air firepower on the enemy to destroy
him.

Generals must give overall directions to the
jungle campaign. They should employ troops
in those areas and against those objectives
that give promise of success. For example,
aimless wanderings through the jungle in
search of an elusive enemy is often fruitless,
whereas an attack against his bases of
supply are often quite profitable if they are
known and accessible.

Directing the Battle. Unlike battles in
the wide expanses of the desert, jungle battles
are normally very decentralized. Since it is
difficult for the Colonels to be present at the ~
scene of each engagement and since
visibility is so restricted by the dense
vegetation, Colonels are usually forced to
depend on accurate and timely reports to
properly direct the battle.

The fundamental task of the Colonels is to
direct the concentration of combat power at
the point where it is needed as rapidly as
possible. Normally the quickest response
available to the Colonels is the application of
air strikes and artillery fires to support the
engaged unit. Since the commitment of
additional ground forces by foot is extremely
slow and arduous in the jungle, infantry
units must be committed by helicopter
whenever possible. It may be possible to
commit some forces rapidly by ground
vehicles or water transport. Armored units
may also be committed in support of the
infantry by road or, where possible, through
the jungle. Normally, as a favorable force
ratio is built up, the Colonels employ
committed units to the flanks and rear of the
engaged enemy.
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Finally, Colonels infIuence the battle by
— insuring effective combat service support.

The Colonels must weigh the difficulty of
resupplying troops in the jungle against the
amount of supplies required to be earned by
the force in order to insure that proper trade-
offs are made. Units should be as self-
sufficient as possible, yet not overburdened
by the weight of their supplies. Helicopters or
tactical airlift must be carefully husbanded
for the resupply effort. Resupply convoys
should be protected and accompanied by
security elements.

Fighting the Battle. Battles in the jungle
are characterized by:

� Restricted maneuver

� Slow tempo of operation

. Close combat

� Extremely limited visibility

� Difficulty in providing logistical
support

Jungle engagements are most often fought
Jy platoons and companies rather than
battalions and brigades. Ambushes, patrols,
and raids are types of combat operations
particularly suited to the jungle
environment.

Because of the ease with which small units
can be surprised and engaged in the dense
jungle vegetation, Captains must pay
particular attention to the security of their
units. Security measures are intensified
because of reduced observation, difficulties of
control, communications, and movement.
The use of OP/LPs to attain all-round
security is essential. Perimeter defensive
positions are organized and closely linked for
mutual support. Trip wires, mines, flares,
and remote sensors give early warning of the
enemy’s approach. Units advance so that
enemy contact is made with the smallest
portion of that force. Captains must
maneuver their units so that the entire unit
is never caught in the kill zone of an enemy
ambush.

AMBUSH . . . THE MOST

IMPORTANT TYPE OF ACTION

IN JUNGLE COMBAT

Captains must be masters of the ambush.
In no other type of military action is the
ambush more important, more effective, or
more frequently employed than in jungle
combat. The ambush takes maximum
advantage of the principles of concealment,
surprise, and offensive action to reduce the
enemy’s combat effectiveness when they are
on the move or temporarily halted.

The Captain is responsible for training his
men to move, live, and operate with complete
ease in the jungle environment. This high
level of individual training is particularly
important when conducting patrols. While
patrolling is important in all types of
warfare, it has increased importance under
jungle conditions. Many types of patrols,
such as long-range reconnaissance patrols or
combat (raid) patrols, will require deep
penetrations into the jungle. The successful
accomplishment of these missions will
depend on the degree of individual training,
physical endurance of the men, and the
dynamic leadership of the Captains and
other small unit leaders.

DESERTS

Many desert areas of the world are
potentially vital to the national interests of
the United States. For a wide variety of
factors—strategic location, natural
resources, assistance to an ally, deterrence of
aggression, etc.—the US Army maybe called
upon to fight in desert regions. War in the
desert is more suitabIe to armored and
mechanized infantry forces; however,
airmobile forces can be employed to good
advantage. For the initial lodgement,
airborne forces are valuable.

Environmental Effects. Deserts are
semiarid and arid regions containing a wide
variety of soils in varying relief. Deserts
characteristically exhibit frequent
environmental extremes. Temperatures
often range from 30-130 degrees. Clear days
with unequaled visibility and flight
conditions quickly change to raging
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sandstorms that can halt all military ~
operations. Long periods of drought are
interrupted by sudden rains bringing flash
floods and mud but little relief from water
shortages. Large areas of generally excellent
traffic ability are interspersed by
insurmountable mountains, dunes,
impassable ravines, bogs, and sand seas.

Those desert areas where there is a general
absence of pronounced terrain features have
a significant effect on military operations.
Generally, large forces are not canalized by
the terrain and, therefore, large scale use of
mines and obstacles is required. Key terrain
in the classic sense loses its importance to
smaller units. Although a scarcity of large
terrain features decreases the available
cover, small indentions and wrinkles in the
ground do provide cover for small units and
individual weapons. Every effort must be
made to capitalize on existing cover. The
generally easy observation and long fields of
fire make undetected advances and
withdrawals extremely difilcult.

Deception measures of all types (e.g. feints,
ruses, decoy equipment, etc. ) become
mandatory for success. Movement at night or
during sandstorms while maintaining strict <
communication security assumes enormous

THE USE OF DECEPTION IS A importance in order to conceal intentions.
PRIMARY MEANS OF Engagements are often fought at long

ATTAIN ING SUCCESS ranges, thus placing a premium on accurate
gunnery at maximum range. Finally, the
scarcity of prominent terrain features
severely incr~ses the problem of land
navigation. Dead-reckoning techniques must
be used.

Because of the sparse vegetation,
concealment in the desert is more difficult
than in many other environments.
Concealment, however, is not only possible,
it is absolutely necessary. The proper use of
camouflage nets, pattern and mud painting,
covering of reflective surfaces, and other
techniques are necessary to insure
survivabilityy on the desert battlefield.

The desert environment has a debilitating
effect on troops who have not been properly
acclimated or trained. Continued exposure to
the sun’s rays causes profuse sweating,
sunburn, dehydration, cramps, heat
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exhaustion, and even heat stroke. Proper
‘————’field sanitation and personal hygiene must

be emphasized by commanders to prevent
dysentery and other diseases. The
psychological impact of the environment
induces mental fatigue, impaired perception
and depression which, coupled with
pressures of combat, can overwhelm the
soldier and render him ineffective.
Acclimation and proper training can defeat
these environmental effects.

The desert has an even greater detrimental
effect on machines. Dust and sand can be as
deadly to our vehicles as enemy fire. Fuel,
lubricants, and intake air are easily
contaminated, resulting in ruined engines
and eroded components. Intense command
supervision is required to insure continuous
availability of these three precious
commodities—clean air, fuel and lubricants.
Vehicle cooling and electrical systems are
vulnerable to desert extremes of temperature.
Tracks, tires, and suspension system suffer a
great deal of abuse in the desert. Sand and
rocks literally grind away rubber tracks,
while thorns repeatedly puncture tires. Thus,
a larger supply of spare parts is required in
the desert than in more moderate

— environments. The intense desert heat can
quickly cause communication equipment to
overheat and malfunction. Proper operation
of equipment, as well as proper preventive
maintenance, are required to insure effective
communications.

HOW TO FIGHT IN THE DESERT

In desert warfare, the battlefield dynamics
and the fundamentals of offensive and
defensive operations previously discussed
are applicable. Certain fundamentals,
however, require emphasis or modification
for success in the desert. These are discussed
here. A detailed discussion on how to fight in
deserts is contained in FM 90-3, Desert
Operations.

Employment of Large Units. Itis the
responsibility of the Generals to insure that
large units committed to desert operations
possess the most effective mix of weapons
systems. Only mobile forces can play an
important role. Freedom of maneuver and the
vastness of these regions favor a fluid type of

CLEAN AIR, FUEL AND
LUBRICANTS ARE ESSENTIAL
TO VEHICLE OPERATION
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warfare. Thus, armored/mechanized, and
airmobile forces must constitute the bulk of
the fighting forces. The value of foot mobile
units is generally limited to the static defense
of key positions and installations. Air power,
to an even greater degree than in other
environments, is crucial to winning the land
battle. Conversely, air defense is vital to
preserve our freedom of maneuver.

The requirement for Generals to disperse
their forces and then rapidly concentrate is
more urgent in the desert than perhaps any
other environment. Because of the scarcity of
cover and concealment, forces must be
dispersed over a broad front. and in great
depth. Yet, the requirement for favorable
force ratios at the point of engagement, as
discussed in previous chapters, continues to
exist. The offense in the desert most often
takes the form of wide envelopments and
turning movements instead of penetrations.
In the defense, forces must be equally mobile
and responsive to rapidly concentrate
against the enemy’s attack. To achieve this
successful concentration of forces in the
desert, Generals must be particularly
sensitive to the following two requisites.

First, in the open, barren expanses of the
desert, Generals must constantly insure the
operational security of their forces. For
example, dust and diesel plume signatures
must be taken into account. Communications
security, the use of radio listening silence,
and the use of wire, whenever possible, must
be strictly enforced. Lines of communica-
tions must be secured. Strong air defense
forces must be deployed to protect forces,
particularly when moving. In short, those
principles of security applicable to any other
battlefield take on added importance in the
desert.

Second, because of the difficulty of
maintaining air-tight operational security,
Generals must undertake active measures to
deceive the enemy. Feints and ruses through
such stratagems as dummy equipment,
notional radio communications, and false
dust signatures provide opportunities for
deceiving the enemy as to our true intentions
or dispositions. Effective deception and
security are indispensable conditions for
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successful concentration of forces on the
desert battlefield.

Direction of the Battle. Because battles
in the desert tend to be less decentralized
than in other environments, the Colonels
have a more personal and direct role in
supervising and directing the battle. Leading
from the front rather than from command
posts to the rear, they are in excellent
position to sense the tide of battle. They must
seize opportunities to exploit enemy
weaknesses as soon as they become
apparent. Indecisive delays can cause
fleeting opportunities to be lost.

Brigade and battalion commanders will
often personally coordinate the interactions
of tanks, mechanized infantry, and field
artillery. Thus, pure tank and mechanized
infantry companies and even battalions will
often be retained under battalion and brigade
commanders. However, when companies or
battalions are required to be committed to
action outside of the zone of the battalion or
brigade commander’s personal influence,
they must be suitably cross-reinforced to
form effective combined arms teams.

In desert battle, because of the open nature ~
of the terrain and the more centralized
control of the battle, Colonels become deeply
involved in the contest of suppression and
counter-suppression. Enemy ATGM and air
defense weapons are the principal targets for
suppression by indirect fires.

Since in mobile desert warfare everything
depends on the proper functioning of vehicles
and weapons, Colonels must pay particular
attention to the maintenance of continuous
and adequate combat service support. IJnits
should be organized and equipped to sustain
themselves for 72 hours without major
resupply. Since the security of a line of
communication (LOC) is particularly
difficult, traffic should be kept to a bare
minimum and carefully regulated. Vehicles
moving along open lines of communication
are particularly vulnerable to air attack. This
vulnerability, therefore, demands strong air
defenses and, as far as possible, only night
movement along LOC.
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Fighting the Battle. Perhaps the most
~ important characteristic of small units in

winning the desert battle is the ability to hit
accurately at extremely long ranges. This
capability, particularly for tank and
antitank weapons, is often the decisive edge
needed for victory. Captains and all small
unit leaders are responsible for training
gunners to achieve the maximum results
from their weapon systems.

Since the very survival of units in the
desert depends on their ability to avoid
detection by air or ground observation,
emphasis on cover and concealment is
crucial. Whether fighting in the offense or the
defense, Captains must force their units to
take advantage of the small folds and
wrinkles of the seemingly featureless desert
terrain. When units must cross open areas to
accomplish their missions, they must move
at night or use smoke in large quantities as
well as fire suppression.

As soon as time permits, fighting positions
must be dug for dismounted infantry and hull
down firing positions scooped out for tanks
and other vehicles. Additionally, personnel
and vehicular camouflage must be an
integral part of every individual and unit

— endeavor.

Captains will have to orchestrate the
teamwork required between overmatching
and maneuvering forces. They must insure
that suppressive fires from the direct fire
weapons are accurate, timely, and effective.
Particular emphasis is given to the
suppression of enemy ATGM.

Finally, all small unit leaders from
company commander to vehicle commander
must personally supervise and strictly
enfo~ce proper preventive maintenance
practices. Without proper maintenance,
armored and mechanized forces in the desert
cannot operate.

NORTHERN REGIONS

The northern regions, including the Arctic
and sub-arctic, comprise about 45 percent of
the North American continent and 65 percent
of the Eurasian land mass. This area has
potential importance to United States

national interests. The US Army must,
therefore, maintain the capability to conduct
military operations in the environment.
However, the probability of large scale
combat operations under extreme arctic
conditions is unlikely. In arctic regions such
as the polar ice cap, for example, so many
resources are needed for the survival of the
force that little remains to accomplish
anything militarily useful. Therefore, the
likelihood of large forces being committed to
such an extreme environment is small. The
Army, however, must be able to operate air
defense forces in the Arctic and, as
necessary, airmobile elements for relief,
resupply, reconnaissance, and surveillance.

It is quite possible, however, that the US
Army could be called upon to commit large
numbers of troops to combat operations in
the northern, sub-arctic regions of Europe,
Asia, or North America. This discussion,
therefore, focuses on these sub-arctic
northern regions.

Environmental Effects. Northern
regions are characterized by extreme cold
and deep snow during the winter months.
Seasonal effects differ between winter,
summer, and particularly the transition
periods (spring breakup and fall freezeup).
The summer months have long periods of
daylight; the winter has long nights. Aside
from the purely climactic effects, military
operations are also influenced by the vast
distances and isolation common to these
areas.

Certain weather phenomena are peculiar
to these regions. Whiteouts and greyouts
cause a loss of depth perception, which
increases the hazards of flying, driving, or
skiing. Ice fogs can form over a body of
troops, bivouac areas, motor parks, convoys,
etc., and disclose their locations.

AIRMOBILITY IS THE MOST
EFFECTIVE YEAR-ROUND

MEANS OF TRANSPORTATION

One of the most important environmental
effects is the impact upon mobility. Mobility
varies considerabley according to the season.
The most suitable time for ground operations
is from mid-winter to early spring before the
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breakup period. The worst period is during
the spring thaw when the ground becomes
saturated, roads become flooded, often
disintegrating, and low lying areas are
turned into a morass of mud. During winter
months, light infantry units achieve mobility
by foot or, sometimes, by skis, snowshoes or
sleds. Airmobility provides the most effective
method of movement for light infantry units
year-round. Tracked vehicles possess
generally good mobility, except during the
transition periods. Wheeled vehicles and
trailers are not generally suitable for sub-
arctic operations.

Another important environmental effect is
the impact of extremely low temperatures on
weapons. In extreme cold, metal becomes
brittle and increased parts breakage occurs
in all types of weapons. Many weapons
create ice fog which, on a still day, may
obscure the gunner’s vision, thus requiring
movement to alternate positions after the
first shot. Care must be taken not to bring a
weapon into a warm shelter because
condensation causes the weapon to freeze
and malfunction when taken back into the
outside cold temperatures. Tank weapons
face a particularly bad obscuration problem
from ice fog and soft snow blown up by the
muzzle blast. Extreme cold also decreases
tank gun ammunition velocity and, hence, its
accuracy. Field artillery or mortar bursts are
less effective because of the dampening effect
of deep snow or mud.

Finally, the northern environment
significantly increases the time required to
perform even simple tasks. Experience has
shown that five times the norm may be
required. For example, starting and warm-up
times of armored vehicles may approach 2
hours in temperatures of -50 degrees
Fahrenheit. For troops conducting a foot
march, additional time is required for
adjustment of clothing and equipment,
checking for presence of correct equipment,
striking shelters, loading equipment, etc.

In sum, the northern environment poses
special problems to military operations. The
proper equipment, training, and the highest
caliber of leadership are the ingredients for
successful northern operations.
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HOW TO FIGHT IN NORTHERN REGIONS

The battlefield dynamics and fundamen- ~
tals of fighting on the modern battlefield
apply in northern regions as in other
environments. The fundamental difference is
found in the necessity for taking active
measures to counter the effects of severe
climactic conditions. A detailed discussion of
how to fight in northern areas is found in FM
90-11, Northern Operations.

Employment of Large Units. In
northern regions the large quantity of
shelters, warming tents, and other
installations required, coupled with the
difficulty of concealing their locations, offers
lucrative targets for enemv air attack. The
reverse is also true-enemy installations are
vulnerable to friendly air attack. Thus, air
power takes on an importance in northern
regions nearly equal to its importance in
deserts. Air defense, the reciprocal of air
power, assumes an equally important role.
Generals, there, must be able to conduct the
air-land battle, as described in Chapter 8.

It is the job of the Generals to insure that
the proper mix of forces, properly equipped
and trained, are deployed for northern
operations. There is no clear advantage to the
use of either predominantly heavy or
predominantly light forces for northern
operations. Each has its advantages and
disadvantages. Light infantry forces can
attain excellent ground mobility during the
winter months if properly trained and
equipped. They are severely limited during
the summer months and transition periods;
however, light infantry forces are ideal for
airmobile operations year round. While
mechanized and armored forces are
generally excellent in summer and winter
months, they are severely restricted during
the spring and fall transition periods. Army
aviation assets for airmobile operations and
resupply assume an importance in northern
regions equal to that of the jungle. Engineer
construction for improving lines of
communications, erecting shelters, etc., also
assume added importance in northern
operations.

As in other environments, Generals
employing large units in northern regions
must also be able to concentrate their forces
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— so that, in the defense, they are able to
achieve a favorable combat power ratio.
Because the ability to concentrate hinges
largely on the mobility of their units,
Generals must always consider the impact of
the environment. Remembering that the
importance of mobility is relative to that of
the enemy’s, the skillful General can turn the
effects of the environment to his advantage
and achieve a mobility differential superior
to the enemy ’s.

Finally, as in all environments, Generals
must give overall direction to the campaign.
In the sub-arctic they must pay particular
attention to the seasonal effects. For
example, large offensives that depend on
ground mobility should normally not be
planned for the spring breakup. Instead,
increased airmobile operations may be
conducted during this period.

Directing the Battle. As in the
conventional situations in temperate
climates, brigade and battalion commanders
are responsible for the immediate direction of
the battle. They must fit the forces to the
ground and maneuver against the enemy as
the battle develops, while coordinating the

- concentration of firepower. In so doing, they
must be sensitive to, and make allowances
for, the impact of the climate on mobility and
weapons effects. Thus, additional time may
be required to make simple moves or
additional firepower may be required to
achieve desired effects.

Of particular importance in northern
operations is the opportunity to achieve
surprise and the corresponding ever-present
danger of being surprised. Because the severe
weather conditions increase the natural
tendency for troops to seek protection, the
opportunities for achieving surprise by
attacking during blizzards, white-outs, etc.,
are abundant. Conversely, the requirement
for increased security in the defense during
such periods demands intensive supervision.

The Colonels must insure that the proper
equipment for cold weather operations is not
only available to their troops, but is used.
Special clothing and shelter above that
normally required for field operations are
essential.

Fighting the Battle. Company
commanders, platoon leaders, and squad
leaders or tank commanders fight the battle
as they would in temperate climates, using
cover, concealment, suppression and
teamwork. The difference is that in
northern fighting the utmost in forceful and
dynamic leadership is demanded of all small
unit leaders in order to cope with the effects of
the environment. Leaders at all levels down
to the squad must make decisions far
surpassing the scope of their usual
responsibilities. The human element is all-
important. Combat effectiveness is most
difficult to maintain unless troops are kept
warm, fully hydrated, and in condition to
fight. Thus, a force that is exposed to the
elements for long periods without adequate
shelter or warming equipment can suffer
casualties from the environment as surely as
from enemy fire. The Captain has an
enormous responsibility to keep his troops fit
to fight the battle.

MILITARY OPERATIONS IN
BUILT-UP AREAS

Many areas of the world, especially
Western Europe, have experienced a massive
growth in built-up areas and man-made
changes to the natural landscape. These
changes significantly affect potential future
battlefields. Avoidance of built-up areas is no
longer possible. Rather, military operations
in built-up areas are an integral part of
combat operations and present special
opportunities and challenges to commanders
at all levels.

Environmental Effects. Built-up areas
and man-made changes to the terrain take a
variety of forms. New highway systems have
opened up areas previously considered
unsuitable for fast mobile operations. While
these roads are generally restrictive, the
areas they cross require a greater degree of
attention than in the past. Major cities have
lost their well-defined nature and have
spread out over the nearby countryside and
into suburbs. Highways, canals, and
railroads have been built to connect
population centers and have themselves
attracted industries, and directed urban
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growth into strip cities. More agricultural ~
land is being converted to urban use which
reduces terrain suitable for fast-moving
armor operations. Rural areas, while losing
some of their population, have retained their
previous character. Small farming
communities are scattered every few
kilometers throughout the more open areas.
These villages are generally located along
streams and have an extensive network of
secondary roads. Each of these man-made
topographical changes affect military
operations. Future trends indicate an
increasing density of large cities and their
resultant urban sprawl. These trends are not
confined just to Europe, where growth
appears more dramatic because of reduced
distances, but include many other advanced
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CHARACTERISTICS OF URBAN COMBAT
J

It is necessary to discuss four different
categories of built-up areas because each
presents different problems and
opportunities to tactical commanders. They
are:

Villages (population of 1000 or less).

?

Strip areas (generally intercon-
necting built-up areas between
villages and towns along roads and
valleys).

?

Towns and small cities (population
up to 100,000 and not a part of a
major urban complex).

?

, Large cities with associated urban
sprawl (population up to millions
covering 100 or more square miles).

Commanders will be faced with situations
continuously involving the different
categories of built-up areas. Small
villages O and strip areas ~ will be most
commonly encountered by company and

THE CATEGORY OF A BUILT-UP battalion commanders. The town and small
AREA RELATES TO THE city o will impact on the operations of

COMMAND-LEVEL OF brigade Or division operations. Large
OPERATION REQUIRED cities ~ or major urban cornPlexe5 Will

require operations at division or corps level.
Commanders at various levels must consider
what increased advantage is possible by
using or not using a built-up area within the
overall concept of their operations, keeping in
mind that the decision to attack or defend
certain urban areas may have political as
well as operational considerations.

The defender has the advantage in the use
of built-up areas. He has superior protection
readily available, as well as concealment and
covered routes of movement within the area.
On the other hand, the attacker can isolate
and bypass some built-up areas, but will be
required to attack others. He is then faced
with fighting from the outside into a well
defended position. Both attacking and
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defending forces will take advantage of the~ cover and concealment offered by built-up
areas to position command posts, stocks of
supplies and combat service support units.

Commanders must use their forces to best
advantage. If the force is armor/mechanized,
it must be able to fight in urban areas and
extract the full advantages of mobile armor
protection and firepower while minimizing
their disadvantages. If light infantry forces
are available, the built-up area offers the
opportunity to fully use their capabilities of
holding well protected positions while
minimizing their vulnerabilities to modern
weapons.

FIGHTING IN BLTILT-LTP AREAS

The whole subject of combat in built-up
areas is one in which the US Army is not well
versed. Our doctrine has centered on
techniques of combat in cities or in house-to-
house fighting, and the placement of
weapons in the defense. These techniques
remain important and will be updated in FM
90-10. However, the larger problem of
conducting operations in continuous and
contiguous built-up areas and the principles
of these operations are new. It is a novel and
untested dimension of warfare.

VILLAGES

The typical village, especially in Europe, has stone, brick, or concrete buildings (stores,

houses, and barns) in a cluster, with a number of more modern and more Iightlyconstructed

houses on the outskirts. Villages provide ready-made cover for platoons, companies, and

even battalions. Therefore, they can be readily developed into strong points through the

application of obstacles, carefully sited weapon systems, preplanned fires, improvement of
fields of fire, and so forth.

Defense. Villages provide formidable positions on first floors and in basements
battle ~ositions when occupied bv well- protect from some of the effects of indirect
~raine~ troops with mod~rn antitank fires. Antitank guided missiles can be fired. . .-
weapons. The ‘defenders are provided strong from within buildings, if sufficient space
cover and good concealment. Thick walls exists, and armored vehicles can be concealed
protect from direct suppressive fires; within barns or large buildings.
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Villages are often spaced 2000 to 4000
meters apart. ATGM and tanks may be able
to cover the open ground between villages
and provide mutual support to other villages.
Thus, battle positions within a group of
adjacent villages could provide a system of
prefabricated and mutually supporting
positions. Enemy armored forces may be able
to bypass one or two villages but would
probably take high losses from tanks and
ATGM in attempting to bypass the group of
villages. Thus, enemy units will be forced to
develop a combined arms attack against the
village or group of villages. Such attacks are
costly to the enemy in time and casualties. If
the defender is fighting outnumbered, he may
choose to use the villages as battle positions
from which to attrite the enemy and then
move to new positions before the enemy
mounts a deliberate combined arms attack to
close on the position. Movement from these
battle positions can be covered from
supporting battle positions or nearby
favorable terrain. If the defending force
chooses to defend a village, he should fully
develop it into a strongpoint. Covered
approaches to villages should be controlled
by infantry fires and covered by indirect fire. <

Offense. The cardinal principle of the
offense is to attack where the enemy is weak.
Thus, defended village strongpoints should
not be attacked if they can be suppressed or
bypassed. However, within the active
defense, or in the offense, it may be necessary
to eliminate resistance from a defended
village Yhich blocks a supply route or is
inflicting losses on bypassing forces. The
attacking force must bring overwhelming
force to bear on the strongpoint and
supporting enemy positions. Identified or
suspected targets should be destroyed by
direct fire to drive the defender back into the
village. Artillery fires, with delayed fuzing,

SMOKE MUST BE USED TO should be used until all or most of the
COVER THE AITACKING FORCE

APPROACH buildings have been penetrated. The
approach of the attacking force to the village
must be covered by smoke. Mechanized
infantry, accompanied by tanks and combat
engineer vehicles, should move to the cover of
outlying buildings and then seize the village
in its entirety in one assault. Combat
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engineer vehicles can employ the demolition confusion of the initial assault. House-to-
gun to destroy strong buildings that slow the house fighting may be required but is costly
assault. Tanks provide close support in casualties and time. Night attacks maybe
throughout. Adequate forces must be used to gain entry into the village if it is not
employed to carry the assault quickly with possible to suppress or obscure the defenders
the object of securing the whole village in the with available fire support.

(

\_

B

STRIP AREAS

Where houses, stores and factories have grown up along roads or down valleys between

towns and villages, they can present an approximation of a fortified line. These areas provide

the same advantages to the defender as those discussed for villages.

Defense. A defender may not be able to offense. Defended strip developments
occupy the entire strip and associated must not be permitted to slow the mobility of

the attacking force.villages and towns—certainlv not if the . They are not easily--
defe~der - is outnumbered. ‘However, if bypassed and therefore weak points should

be isolated through suppression andvisibility is good and if sufficient fields of fire
are available, the defender can occupy

obscuration. Heavy concentration of direct
and indirect fire should support a penetration

positions within the strip and deceive the through the strip by a fast moving armor
enemy into thinking it is an extensive force. If the enemy force does not withdraw
defense line. Tanks and ATGM can inflict after the penetration, suppression and
high losses on attacking enemy armor and obscuration of the flanks must continue for
slow his momentum. Strips afford covered the force to pass through. Eventually these
avenues of withdrawal to the flanks. areas must be reduced by follow-on forces.
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TOWNS AND SMALL CITIES

Towns or cities that have a definable limit present different problems. The outlying terrain

can dictate the value of the town within the operational concept of the force. If the town can

be easily bypassed and sufficient routes exist around the area to support operations, then it

is of limited value operationally. The town’s operational worth is high if the adjacent terrain

is restrictive, if it provides good supporting defensive positions, and if routes of

communication pass through it. The decision to attack or defend a town or city must be

made by corps or division commanders because of the forces required and the time

consumed. Further, the decision to attack or defend a city maybe tantamount to a decision to

destroy it. Political considerations may weigh heavily in such cases, particularly if the city has

a cultural or historical significance.

Defense. A smaller force can gain a Parks or stadiums. with obstacles or fire.
significant combat power advantag~ when
defending a town or city against a larger
attacking force. To achieve this, critical
approaches must be selected and tanks and
ATGM sited to gain maximum attrition of the
attackers. Obstacles and mine fields assist in
slowing and canalizing the attack. Reserve
forces should be placed where they can
quickly reinforce at critical areas. Because
defending forces are vulnerable to airmobile
or airborne landings within the town or city,
the defending commander must cover
suitable landing and drop zones, such as

Should a decision be made to continue the
defense of a town or city after adjacent units
have withdrawn from terrain outside of the
city, sufficient combat support and combat
service support units should be attached so
the defense can continue in isolation. The
defending commander must then redispose
his forces to meet an attack from any
direction. A decision to leave a defending
force to fight in isolation can only be justified
if the time to be consumed by the attacker
warrants the probable loss of the defending
force.

J“
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Offense. Attacks on defended towns or
cities should strive to isolate the defending
force within the town from his larger force. If
the attack of the defended area is required,
the cohesion of the defense should be broken
by forcing a quick penetration of the
defenses, preferably from the flanks or rear.

Feints and ruses can deceive the defender
as to the point of major effort. Assault units
are task organized with tanks, infantry, and
combat engineers for the breakthrough.
OverWatching point target destruction fires,
obscuration, and indirect suppression help to

FM 100-5–

must suppress enemy AT weapons in order to
maintain their mobility. Direct and indirect
fires and, in the near future fuel air
explosives, are required for suppression.
Artillery fires are used to block
reinforcements moving toward the attack
corridor and obscuration throughout the area
will reduce the defenders’ ability to employ
weapons. Once the momentum of the attack
has been gained, commanders must
maintain that momentum until the defense
has lost its cohesion. While a quick
breakthrough of the defense is sought, an
attacking commander must have sufficient
forces available for house-to-house clearing if

gain an entry into the town. The assault units required.

LARGE CITIES/MAJOR URBAN COMPLEXES
Major urban complexes such as Frankfurt/ Mainz/Hanau or the Stuttgart area are so large

that they cannot be captured or defended in their entirety, and they cannot be avoided by

bypassing. The commander has no choice but to conduct the whole range of military

operations within them—attack, defense and retrograde. These areas have the

characteristics of a concrete jungle, and as in any jungle, visibility is reduced and cover and

concealment abound.
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The major urban complex affects
operations by:

�Reducing the mobility of large forces.

. Providing instant fortified positions for
the defender.

�Restricting observation.

�Reducing the effects of almost every
weapon in range, lethality, or both.

.Hiding the signature of weapons.

.Reducing the range of radios, but
reducing their emission signatures.

� Creating rubble obstacles.

� Increasing problems of civilian control
and the requirement to work with civil
authorities.

.Reducing the effectiveness of recon-
naissance and surveillance sensors.

.Providing cover and concealment to
concentrating forces.

�Complicating command
procedures.

Despite these effects, forces
within such areas. To do so,

and control

must operate
commanders

must collect intelligence “and combat
information, concentrate forces, apply
combat power, move and support the combat
elements.

Built-up areas such as Stuttgart and the
Ruhr will quickly soak up infantry; therefore,
as in jungles, airmobile forces will be useful.

RECONNAISSANCE AND
INTELLIGENCE

Urban areas increase the difficulty of
reconnaissance and intelligence operations.
Forces within built-up areas are afforded
greater concealment, not just from visual
means, but also from sensors. As an example,
infrared sensors will pick up the hot spots
from built-up areas; however, sensor returns
will be so numerous due to fires and other
normal heat sources associated with cities
that interpretation will be difficult. Side
Looking Airborne Radar (SLAR) will be
degraded by the masking effect of buildings.
Overhead aircraft reconnaissance will be

vulnerable to concealed enemy air defenses.
The large number of warehouses and other
large buildings make it easier to conceal
vehicles, command posts, and logistical
complexes, thus increasing the difficulty of
detection. The enemy may increase emphasis
on wire communications because of poor line-
of-sight radio communication. This will
impair SIGINT operations. Ground radar
will be degraded in detecting activities within
the urban complex itself. Remote sensors
(REMS) may be employed to cover lightly or
undefended areas; however, their
effectiveness is reduced by line-of-sight
masking by buildings and their monitoring
stations must be carefully sited.

A key source of intelligence will be
HUMINT—the exploitation of indigenous
civilians and police units. Extensive
patrolling will be required. Underground
arteries such as subways and sewer systems
may be used for this purpose.

Only a part of the complex maybe a battle
area or there may be several separate battle
areas. Air cavalry units can improve a
commander’s reconnaissance capability in
both the offense and defense. They can cover
gaps between defended areas to detect enemy
forces attempting to bypass. In the offense,
they can locate the weak points in the defense
and also provide flank security to the
attacking force, but they will be vulnerable to
ambush.

Extensive outposting will be required in
both the offense and defense to overcome the
natural concealment offered by built-up
areas.

CONCENTRATE

Attack. When the enemy strongpoints and
weakly defended areas have been determined
through reconnaissance and intelligence
operations, the commander must concentrate
his force on a narrow front where the enemy
is weak. The object of the attack is to
breakthrough and disrupt the enemy rear
where his command and control, combat
service support, and air defenses are least
protected. In order to concentrate sufficient
combat power for the breakthrough, the
fundamentals outlined in Chapter 4 should
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be observed; however, the concentration of
the force may take more time due to rubble
and other obstacles. While the urban area
provides extensive concealment for the
concentration, the additional time required
will dictate the execution of deception
operations. Airmobile forces and attack
helicopters units can bypass strongpoints if
enemy air defenses are isolated and
suppressed; however, particular attention
must be paid to small arms and machinegun
air defense fires.

Defense. When the area of the enemy main
attack has been determined, the defending
force must shift combat power to meet the
attack. Because of the increased cover and
concealment offered by urban areas, a
defending force may be able to defeat an
attacker with relative combat power greater
than 3:1. While urban areas reduce some of
the effects of artillery fires, this will assist in
slowing the attack until additional weapons
systems can be brought to bear. Attack
helicopters and close air support can rapidly
add combat power while additional armored
and mechanized infantry forces are
maneuvering. The masking effect of..
buildings allows light infantry and ATGM to
be brought in closer to the actual battle area
than on the open battlefield. However, they
lack the mobility to mass quickly unless
moved by helicopter.

Fire Support. Field artillery is the
principal fire support means of forces
operating within built-up areas. The
suppressive effects of artillery rounds,
particularly improved conventional
munitions, are reduced by the additional
cover provided by structures within theobuil~- [NCR EASE MUN [TlONS
up areas. Increased use of delayed @zing M EFFECTIVE ESS WITH DE~YED
required to penetrate buildings and improve FUZING
munitions effectiveness. Direct fire weapons
such as self-propelled artillery, combat
engineer vehicles, and tanks will be required
to overcome or suppress strongpoints.

Suppress and Move. Armor and
mechanized forces must retain their
capability to move within urban areas in
both the offense and defense. Suppression is
more difficult in urban areas due to reduced
weapons effects and increased protection
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SMOKE SHOULD BE USED WITH
DIRECT AND INDIRECT FIRES

afforded enemy weapons. Direct and indirect
fires must be employed in conjunction with <
smoke in order to suppress the enemy
weapons along attack corridors. Fuel air
explosives, when introduced in the near
future, will provide area suppression
(through overpressure) against snipers,
antitank gunners, and other direct fire .
weapons without destroying buildings and
creating large amounts of rubble.

Support. Continuous support is required
for urban area operations. Obstacle
breaching and reduction is key to
maneuvering within urban areas and
combat engineers must be fully integrated
into the combined arms maneuver team.
Combat service support operations can take
place closer to engaged elements than is
usual in more open terrain.

Isolation. Small units, both in the attack
and defense, will often become isolated while
fighting within urban areas. The commander
of the isolated force must continue his
mission within the overall concept of the
operation. The larger force commander must
decide whether to Iinkup and reinforce the
isolated unit or order their withdrawal by
exfiltration.

A Z’GM. Antitank guided missiles and light
antitank weapons may be fired from the
protection and concealment of enclosed
rooms. Firing signatures are hidden, and hit
and kill probabilities improve when weapons
are fired from high elevations. Tests have
shown that the minimum safe requirements
for their use are as shown below. -

WEAPON MIN. SIZE MASONRY
1 1 I

LAW 7’X1O’ MIN OF 4’ TO BACK WALL 20 Ft2

DRAGON 15’ X15’ 17’ X1l’ 20 Ft2

TOW 20’ x 30’ 20’ x 20’ 20 Ft2

All glass should be removed from windows, doors and within rooms. Soft furniture and curtains should be left to

absorb sound. Firers must wear helmets and ear plugs. Don’t stand behind weapons being fired.
*oPen door and window space
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It is obvious that the ability to conduct
operations in built-up areas will steadily
increase in importance. It is equally obvious
that new weapons, new techniques, and
tactics will be required. At the present time
such operations would probably be slow,
laborious, and costly. Additional research
and experimentation are required. For the
details of the current state of the art, see FM
9-10, Military Operations in Built-[lp
Areas.
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STANAG 2003

STANAG 2008

STANAG 2014

STANAG 2017

STANAG 2020

APPENDIX A

Relevant STANAGS

Patrol Reports by Army Forces.

Bombing, Shelling and Mortaring
Reports.

Operation Orders, Annexes to Operation
Orders, Administrative and Logistics
0rder8.

Orders to the Demolition Guard
Commander and Demolition Firing Party
Commander.

Operational Situation Reports.

STANAG 2022

STANAG 2036

STANAG 2041

STANAG 2077

STANAG 2082

Intelligence Reports.

Doctn”ne and Procedures in the Technique
of Land Minefield Laying and Recording.

Operation Orders for Road Movement
Tables and Graphs.

Order of Battle.

Relief of Combat Troops.

STANAG 2096

STANAG 2099

Reporting Engineer Information in the
Field.

Fire Coordination in Support of Land
Force8.

STANAG 2101 principles and %ocedure8 for
Establishing Liai80n.

STANAG 2103

STANAG 2104

Reporting Nuclear Detonations, Radio-
Active Fallout and Biological and
Chemical Attacks.

Friendly Nuclear Strike Warning to
Armed Force8 Operating on Land.
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STANAG2113

STANAG 2134

STANAG 3156

STANAG 3204

STANAG 3345

STANAG 3463

STANAG 3465

STANAG 3466

STANAG 3570

STANAG 3700

Destruction of Military Technical
Equipment.

Offensive Air Support Operations
A TP-27.

Aircraft Paratroop Signal Lights.

Aeromedical Evacuation.

Forms for Planning Air Movement8.

Planning Procedures.

Safety, Emergency and Signaling
Procedures for Military Air Movement
Fixed Wing Aircraft.

Responsibilities of Air Transport Units
and User Units in the Loading and
Unloading of Transport Aircraft in
Tactical Air Transport Operation.

Drop Zones and ULLA Drop Zones -
Criteria and Marking.

NAD-NA TO Tactical Air Doctrine A TP-33.
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CAPSTONE

100-5

1OO-5A

100-5-1

“How to Fight” Manuals

101-5

71-100

71-101

COMBAT

71-1

71-2

7-7

7-8

7-1o

7-20

7-85

17-12

17-50

TITLE

Operations

Electronic Warfare (SECRET)

Conventional-Nuclear Operations

Command and Control of Combat
Operations

Brigade and Division Operations
(Mechanized and Armor)

Brigade and Division Operations
(Infantry/Airborne/Airmobile)

The Tank and Mechanized Infantry
Company Team

The Tank and Mechanized Battalion Task
Force

The Mechanized Infantry Platoon/Squad

The Light Infantry Platoon/Squad

The Rifle Company

The Battalion (Infantry/Airborne/Air
Assault/Ranger)

Ranger Operations

Tank Gunnery

Attack Helicopter Operations
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17-47

17-95

100-999

4

ACCB

Cavalry

Air/Land Operations

COMBAT SUPPORT

5-1oo

6-20

11-50

11-92

21-40

24-1

44-1

44-3

44-23

44-90

90-1

Engineer Combat Operations

Fire Support for Combined Arms
Operations

Communications in the Division

Corps Signal Communications

NBC Defense

Tactical Communications Doctrine

Air Defense Artillery Employment

Chaparral/ Vulcan Employment

Redeye Employment

Hawk Employment

Employment of Army Aviation Units in a
I High Threat Environment

SPECIAL OPERATIONS

90-2

90-3

90-4

90-5

90-6

90-7

Tactical Deception

Desert Operations

Air Assault Operations

Jungle Operations

Mountain Operations

Denial Operations and Barriers
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90-8

90-10

90-11

90-12

90-13

Counter Guerrilla Operations

Military Operations in Built-Up Areas
(MOBA)

Northern Operations

Airborne Operations

River Crossing Operations
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